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Bulgaria lifts covid restrictions as of May 1, 2022  
 
 

According to the information received from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Bulgaria, the country has decided to cancel all 
measures and restrictions regarding entry into the country imposed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, starting from May 1, 
2022. 
  
Thus, the need to present any medical documents related to COVID-19 is eliminated (neither a vaccination certificate, nor 
a negative PCR test for COVID-19, nor any other documents are needed anymore). The requirement to wear masks has also 
been lifted earlier. 
  
Source - Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Bulgaria. 
  
We would like to draw attention to the fact that citizens of the Russian Federation need a national visa to visit Bulgaria. Also, 
entry into the country is possible with a multiple Schengen visa, or with national visas issued by Cyprus, Croatia or Romania. 
  
As of March 25, 2022, Bulgarian Visa Application Centers no longer accept visa applications for applicants who need to pay 
the consular fee (for example, tourist and business visas for applicants over 12 years old). Thus, the submission of documents 
is possible only through prior agreement with the Consulate of Bulgaria, or through travel agencies. 
  
Consultants of Confidence Group are always ready to assist in the selection of package and individual tours to Bulgaria, as 
well as booking individual ground services, obtaining insurance for those traveling abroad (including risks for COVID-19 
coverage). 
 
  
For more information, please contact the consultants of the company Confidence Group. 
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